
 

The Price of Paradise 

Mild mist in the morning. Then golden sunlight  

surfeiting the green, green grass. 

Long glittering days stretch out in waves and sand,  

cool ocean breezes. 

Breezes bring orange blossoms from the orchards, 

The musk of sage from the hills, 

Roses and strong, perfumed jasmine. 

Chilly? Just a little. Hot? Just a little.  

Never a lot. 

 

The skies, a deep, deep blue (azul names them better), 

are laced with brush-stroke clouds. 

The hills bake brown, a golden brown,  

like acorns or the honey of the bears who burrow there.  

Gold diggers’ country. 

 

Dry. Dry, dry wind. Wild, easterly wind.  

So dry it makes your tongue ache, your hands crack.  

So dry that-- 

A spark!-- and the world's aflame,  

the hills ringed in orange and red, black billows hanging low. 

Night is bright as day, but neon and charred.  

Metal melts, plastic curls, rubber burns. 

 

The acrid smell of smoke stinging the air for days, 

weeks,  

months even.  

Coal black skeletal trees brand the hills with new necklaces.  

The rain comes, a deep breath of clean air and: it's over.  

But with rain, so unaccustomed in Paradise, comes mud and 

slides,  

wrecking homes, highways, lives. 

 

After it all, the hills live again, 

verdant and full of flowers,  

fresh fragrances and colors not yet seen. 

Purple-blue, aroma of grape soda? Lupins. 

The smallest seed crowns all the green with yellow. 

 

Damaged, more beautiful, Paradise returns. 
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Dry. Dry, dry wind. Wild, easterly wind.  

So dry it makes your tongue ache, your hands crack.  

So dry that-- 

A spark!-- and the world's aflame,  

the hills ringed in orange and red, black billows 

hanging low. 

Night is bright as day, but neon and charred.  

Metal melts, plastic curls, rubber burns. 

 

 



The acrid smell of smoke stinging the air for days, 

weeks,  

months even.  

Coal black skeletal trees brand the hills with new 

necklaces.  

The rain comes, a deep breath of clean air and: it's over.  

But with rain, so unaccustomed in Paradise, comes mud 

and slides,  

wrecking homes, highways, lives. 

 
 

 



After it all, the hills live again, 

verdant and full of flowers,  

fresh fragrances and colors not yet seen. 

Purple-blue, aroma of grape soda? Lupins. 

The smallest seed crowns all the green with yellow. 

 

Damaged, more beautiful, Paradise returns. 
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